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The project Your Business Success (YBS) comes to its end at February 2021. We have the pleasure to share 
with you what the project has achieved and the final outputs and results. The YBS project has reached in fully 
its aim to develop an innovative approach that enable the primary target group - aspiring entrepreneurs and 
business owners/managers of micro and small enterprises in the sixth partners’ countries – Portugal, the UK, 
the Netherlands, Greece, Romania and Bulgaria. The managers and entrepreneurs have already relevant tools 
to prepare practical and performance-focused business plans, using a new digital business planning tool and 
methodology supported by a new VET course and learning resources.

FINAL PARTNERS’ MEETING 
Held on February 19, the meeting gathered all the YBS partners online to review the final details for the closure 
of project activities. Participants in this event were happy to report the high quality intellectual products, 
produced as a result of the efforts of all YBS project team members during the last 2 years. 
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IO1: YBS On-line Business Planning Tool – It is 
open to public in the European Union for digital 
business planning. This interactive resource 
is available for free registration and use in six 
language at https://app.ybsproject.com/. 

PROJECT 
INTELLECTUAL 
OUTPUTS
There were three main 
intellectual outputs, 
realized under the project:

IO2: YBS VET Course - The output includes YBS VET 
Curriculum and YBS Teacher/Trainer Course at partners’ 
languages. The guidance materials were piloting with small 
groups of entrepreneurs and SMEs managers in all project 
countries.  They are adapted and highly relevant to SMEs’ 
learning needs. A complete set of training materials ( i.e. 
PowerPoint presentations, Notes for Trainers, a Handbook 
with work sheets) are available for  further reference by 
interested SMEs after the project end at the project web-
site www.ybsproject.com.

IO 3: Your Business Success - Best Practice Handbook - Planning for business success (for online view) - A 
digital publication that encourages knowledge sharing and peer learning by identifying and sharing leading 
innovative approaches in business planning. In 
our handbook you’ll read about the experiences of 
aspiring, starting and experienced entrepreneurs 
from across Europe with the Your Business 
Success (YBS) programme and how they planned 
their business, explaining what works and what 
doesn’t in their daily practice.  Access to the 
publication is available via the link:  https://issuu.
com/frankhiddink/docs/ybs_-_io3_-_best_practice_
handbook_-_planning_for_ 
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MULTIPLIER EVENTS
Partners’ efforts included  broader dissemination of project achievements to local communities in each partner’s 
country in a variety of forms – newsletters, a project web-site, a promotional brochures, etc. Part of the project 
publicity and  dissemination activities includes organization of multiplier events for more than 210 participants. 
Due to COVID 19 outbreak and the lockdown in almost each European country, partners have to adjust the 
realisation of these events to  current health situation in the respective countries. 

Some of the organisations were able to conduct online events like the University of Porto (Portugal) or a series 
of virtual meetings like the Exponential Training & Assessment from the UK. Others managed to benefit from the 
temporary loosening of restrictions and to have face2face meetings with young entrepreneurs and managers 
like VEDA (Bulgaria) and Spektrum Educational Centre (Romania). 

We are glad to present here below a brief overview on the national multiplier events with   views  of the 
organizers  on their  impact and follow-up actions.

Portugal: We are still available to help entrepreneurs 

The multiplier event  was organized on-line on 24 February 2021 by 
the  University of Porto  with the digital attendance  of 44 participants 
from local community. The event has  passed with great interest, 
demonstrated by the young auditory. 

Mr. Paulino Silva  -  the Lead Partner & 
Project Coordinator outlined the national 
event as “An event where entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs had the opportunity to ′′ 
find the key to your business success ′′. 

“The international project YBS - Your Business Success is coming to an end, but we 
are still available to help entrepreneurs put their ideas into reality. Congratulations 
to all speakers and participants!”

The UK: YBS Success is Shared!

After two years of development and pilot testing in six different countries and languages, the word is out about 
Your Business Success. Your Business Success (YBS) is a new on-line business planning tool developed especially 
for micro and smaller enterprises.

At the end of last year, Exponential Training hosted a series of virtual meetings with senior managers, directors, 
managers and representatives from public sector agencies and Awarding Bodies to showcase the new business 
planning tool.
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During the meeting, Exponential’s Managing Director, Mr. John Moore, gave a live 
demo of the platform. He said, “I am always worried about demonstrating an on-line 
platform like Your Business Success because you never know when the Internet will 
let you down! I am glad to say it didn’t and I was able to demonstrate the simplicity of 
the platform and to show everyone just how intuitive it is”.

Exponential had planned to host a mini conference at the Chartered Management 
Institute’s offices in Northamptonshire, but the tiered lockdown due to Coronavirus 
meant that it had to be held as a virtual event. Mr. Moore added, “I guess with 
some many businesses having to adapt and re-invent themselves due to the pandemic, it was fitting that we 
too should have to hold the event on-line. I know lots of entrepreneurs are having to reinvent their business 
currently. It would be terrific if Your Business Success could play a part in helping to kick-start the UK economy”.

Bulgaria: YBS supports young people to acquire new business knowledge via online apps

Young people and youth trainers from Dobrich, Bulgaria showed great 
interest to presentation of the YBS project intellectual products during 
the multiplier event, held on 26 February, 2021. Keeping to health 
authority requirements for bearing protective masks and distancing, the 
students from professional high schools in tourism and economics were 
eager to learn for the new YBS model and app. The attendees found 
them to be innovative and useful for aspiring entrepreneurs and start-
ups.  Most of the participants in the meeting commented that they are 
keen to acquaint with the full set of YBS training materials.

After the meeting Ms. Todorka Dimitrova – VEDA Director communicated “Our belief in the young people 
was strengthened. We saw their willingness to continue the professional development as entrepreneurs and 
business managers. We are pleased that the YBS program and the YBS app for business planning can help them 
to acquire new knowledge and business skills“.

Romania: YBS   proved to be an answer to real need of 
local entrepreneurs

Despite the COVID19 restrictions, the Romanian partner organized its 
Multiplier Events through two face-to-face events in February 2021, 
reaching out for 35 participants in total.

The events have been implemented on the 2nd and 13th of February. 
Participants were distributed in two different training rooms at SEC 
premises. Entrepreneurs and trainers were all involved in trying out the YBS application which proved to be 
answering a real need of the local, future entrepreneurs. The YBS project results were welcomed by all.  The 
partakers expressed their willingness of further use of YBS business planning application.  


